IMPACTS OF THE STRUCTURE
OF THE CASINO INDUSTRY
by William N. Thompson, Ph.D.

Monopoly, Oligarchy, and
Open Markets for Casinos
mong the issues in the casino legalization process
has been the subject of whether casino establishments should be singular, monopolistic entities in a specific location, or if they should
operate in an open-market free, competitive manner. A middle ground approach finds venues allowing an oligopoly of
casinos.i While the structure of the industry is a major policy issue, little research attention has been given to the question of the impacts of structures upon casino operations.
Monopolies occur naturally, or they may be generated
by unfair competitive practices (called predatory practices)
by the larger enterprises in a market.ii They may also be
authorized by governmental action. Certain industries require massive investment in facilities and equipment before
they may offer their products for sale. Sufficient risk is incurred that the industry needs a certainty of sales revenue
and these industries gravitate toward monopoly status. Major
enterprises such as utilities (electrical and water works) seek
that certainty by winning governmental approval to operate
as monopolies. Government licensing provides an economic
security behind a producer of a product—electricity or
water—that is considered critical for the public.

A

In juxtaposition, governments themselves have set forth
laws prohibiting the operation of monopolies and the exercise of predatory practices by enterprises in most markets.
The most notable advantage of monopoly is that it enjoys economies of scale. By purchasing large quantities of
raw materials for conversion into its products, it can realize
low input costs for its operations. In sales it can avoid considerable costs involved with market advertising. By realizing higher profits, the enterprise can invest in technological
innovations that contribute to production of higher quality
products. iii
On the other hand, history reveals that monopolies do
the opposite—they fight innovation. Rather than spending
money on improving products, they transfer money from
higher prices to profits. As long as they control the market,
they have no incentive for market improvements. iv Nor do
they have incentives for improving the workforce by offering higher salaries, training, and factors that improve worker
motivation. They do not seek to improve customer service
because the threat of competition is not there.
The purpose of this article is to test the credibility of
the basic proposition that monopoly structures in the casino
industry are adverse to the interests of casino consumers. It
is hypothesized that (1) monopoly casinos offer artificially
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higher prices to customers, and (2) that monopoly casinos
offer their customers lower service quality by utilizing fewer
employees and by having fewer amenities at their gaming
properties.
At the start of 2012, thirteen states had commercial
casinos. In seven states a fixed number of casinos was operating either as monopolies or in an oligopoly structure. Six
other states allowed open competition with the possibility
of granting additional licenses.
This article compares price points and service attributes
of the seven “closed” states with the six “open” states. Further analysis examines individual casinos categorized as local
monopoly casinos or casinos located in competitive local
areas in four selected state venues.
Price points and service attributes include slot machine
payout percentages, numbers of employees, and quantities
of amenities including numbers of hotel rooms, volume of
convention space, and numbers of restaurants and entertainment facilities. (Data are from 2009 statistics).

There is one measure that can be used to assess casino
pricing. Slot machines make random payouts to players.
However, the odds that exist over long terms of play are
amazingly consistent. Of the thirteen state venues only
Michigan makes no public report of payoff percentages. The
reports typically list machines for each denomination as well
as the rates for all machines together in a casino.
(a) Monopolies and Slot Machine Payouts
The theory of Monopoly Impacts will be first tested with
the hypothesis that “Monopolistic Casino Industry Structures will demonstrate lower slot machine payout percentages than will Open Competitive Structures.”

Table 2:
Monopoly Structures and Pricing:
Slot Machine Payoff Percentages
States (from most monopolistic and limited—closed—casino numbers
to most competitive and open for new casinos). “Closed” means no
more casinos will be allowed.vi
Closed States

Table 1: The Order of States
v

Most monopolistic to most open venues with a closed numbers of casinos.

Slot Machine % Payoff
(median casino)

West Virginia

89.78
90.76

West Virginia

4 monopoly casinos

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

14 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Michigan

——

Michigan

3 oligopolistic casinos

Illinois

91.58

Illinois

10 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Indiana

91.28

Indiana

13 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Missouri

90.85

Missouri

13 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Louisiana

90.90

Louisiana

16 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

Open States

The six remaining venues do not limit numbers of casinos:
Iowa

17 monopoly-oligopolistic casinos

New Jersey

13 limited location-competitive casinos

South Dakota

30 limited location-competitive casinos

Colorado

40 limited location-competitive casinos

Mississippi

30 competitive casinos with some limits on locations

Nevada

300+ competitive casinos

Measures of Impacts of Monopoly
on Industry Outputs

It is difficult to measure pricing factors in casinos as there are
not many price points on a gaming floor that can be assessed
across large numbers of casinos. Players do not pay a set
fee to play games, and most games are played with the same
rules and odds over many casinos.
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Iowa

90.86

New Jersey

91.28

South Dakota

90.99

Colorado

92.32

Mississippi

92.56

Nevada

93.80

(Median—all states: 91.09
6 open states: 91.80)

7 closed states-minus MI: 90.88

The hypothesis presented is accepted. Monopoly structured casino industries in seven closed state venues have a
tendency to suppress slot machine payouts, hence raising the
price of gaming for the players. The casinos in these states
hold 9.12 percent of the money played in their machines,
while 8.20 percent was held by the casinos in the six open
states. The .92 percent difference represents a hold that is
over ten percent greater for these closed states. Six open

competitive venues offer higher payouts, ergo better prices
for the players.
(b) Service Quality Attributes
There are measurable attributes of casino operations
which may have major impacts upon the service quality of
casinos. These include job numbers, numbers of hotel
rooms, convention space, and numbers of restaurants and
entertainment venues in casinos.
For each attribute, casino revenues were examined so
that we could assess the amount of casino revenue associated with one casino job, one hotel room, one square foot
of convention space, one restaurant, and one entertainment
venue in the casino.
The data were accumulated for each state and also for
individual casinos in four selected states. The data are presented on Table 3.
The data are used to test the hypothesis that Open
Competitive casino states will offer better service quality
than will Closed Monopolistic casino states. vii

Table 3:
Casino Revenues, Jobs
and Amenities (2009)
Seven Closed States

Six Open States

Gaming Revenues

$14.208 Billion

$19.019 Billion
**$8.626 Billion

Jobs
Revenues Per Job

79,246
$179,290

259,340
$73,336
**$105,268

Hotel Rooms
Revenues Per Room

14,185
$1,001,621

182,484
$104,223
**33,509

Convention Space
Revenues Per Sq.Ft.

642,675
$22,108

12,992,434
$1464
**$6592

Restaurants
Revenues Per Restaurants

345
$41,182,608

1738
$10,943,037
**$18,958,241

Entertain. Venues
Revenues Per Venue

108
$131,555,556

514
$37,001,945
**$62,057,553

**Casino gaming revenues per unit for five states excluding Nevada

The information on Table 3 suggests that we may initially confirm the hypothesis presented. Data consistently
reveal that the open market states offer more employees to
serve their guests, as well as having more amenities—hotel
rooms, convention space, restaurants, and entertainment offerings. While the hypothesis may be confirmed, a note of
the persistence of an outside variable must be mentioned.
The taxation element is discussed along with the same data
set in a previous study cited in note vii. The monopoly states
have higher gaming tax rates, and these are also associated
with lower job numbers, as well as lower levels of amenities.
The seven “closed” states have a total of 79,610 jobs in
their casinos. With gaming revenues of $14.2 billion dollars a year (2009), it can be seen that it takes $179,290 in
gaming revenue to produce one job. However, the six states
with open casino competition have 259,340 jobs produced
by revenues of $19.0 billion—or only $73,336 for each job
($105,268 in five open states excluding Nevada). For each
dollar spent by gamers, and for each single gamer, there are
more employees in the open market states. This impacts
quality.
Casino amenities off the gaming floor have the capacity to add value to the casino community and to the customers. Hotel rooms enhance attractions to a community
as do convention facilities, restaurants, and places of entertainment. The seven closed states have 14,185 rooms, or one
room for each $1,001,621 in gaming revenue. The six open
states have 182,484 hotel rooms or one for each $104,223
($257,423 in five open states without Nevada).
One square foot of convention space was associated
with $22,108 of casino revenue in the seven closed states,
but only $1,464 in the six open states ($6,592 in five open
states, without Nevada.) One restaurant (there were 345
in all) in the closed states was tied to $41,182,608 in gaming revenue, but only to $10,943,037 for each of the 1,738
restaurants in the six open states ($18,958,241 in the five
states without Nevada).
There were one hundred eight entertainment facilities
in the six closed casino states. Each came with
$131,555,556 in gaming revenue. In the six open states,
casinos had gaming revenues of $37,001,945 for each of
five hundred fourteen entertainment facilities ($62,057,553
without Nevada).

Price Points and Service Quality
and Monopolistic Casinos in
Four Selected States

A further analysis takes us to four states, all of which are
monopolistic-oligopolistic venues. Three states—Illinois,
Indiana, and Missouri—are closed venues, with no more
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“

History reveals that monopolies do the opposite—they fight innovation.
Rather than spending money on improving products, they transfer money
from higher prices to profits. As long as they control the market,
they have no incentive for market improvements.

casinos permitted, while the other—Iowa—may be open to
new licenses. The individual casinos in these states provide
information on their slot machine payoffs as well as their
service quality. Of the fifty-one casinos in the states (that
were opened for all of 2009), twenty were monopoly facilities in that no other casino was within fifty miles. Thirtyone were in oligopolistic settings having competing casinos within fifty miles.
If we advance the same two hypotheses for these sets of
casinos, we should expect that the monopolistic set of twenty
casinos will have higher slot prices—meaning lower payout
percentages to the players. They will also be less likely to
have the service quality factors than top competitive casinos.
However, the data may reject these hypotheses. Slot machine payoff percentages were not distinguishable—the
twenty monopoly casinos had a slot payoff percentage (median) of 91.08 percent, while the thirty-one competitive casinos had a payoff (median) of 91.07 percent.
On the service quality factors the evidence was directly
contrary to the hypothesis.
■ Jobs in the monopoly casinos came with gaming
revenues of $124,900, but in the competitive states
with $173,200.

”
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■ Hotel rooms: monopoly unit price $591,300, and
with competitive casinos, $828,500.

■ Convention space: monopoly unit price $6.6 per
square foot, competitive casinos, $16.2 per square foot.
■ The monopoly casinos had a restaurant for each
$22,448 in gaming revenue, and an entertainment
facility for each $49,517.
■ The competitive casinos had a restaurant for
$31,760, and an entertainment facility for each
$103,223 in gaming revenue.

This anomaly deserves closer research exploration in the
future. Future research should also explore the question of
just why among all industries, casinos should be chosen by
the government to operate as monopolies?
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